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Finding Peace with Circus in Tough Times
by Kim Campbell

People think of running away when they think of the
itinerant circus lifestyle, but who knew that joining the circus
could save your life, provide peace and stability and a desire to
enrich your own community?
The term ‘social circus’ has only been around for a
handful of years, but the concept has existed much longer. The
idea, according to Jessica Hentoff, the founder of Circus
Harmony in St. Louis, is to work with children, many of whom
are marginalized by society, and to help develop character in
individuals while building bridges between communities. There are circuses around the world that
embrace this concept, but Jessica was providing social circus support by instinct before she even knew
there was such a thing. She just knew circus did something special for kids that helped them grow. In
the 25 years she has been teaching circus in St. Louis, since helping found St. Louis Arches and
ultimately Circus Harmony, many of her students have gone on to have successful careers in various
walks of life and others have become professional circus performers. One of her former students,
Sidney Iking Bateman chose the latter. He is one of those kids she now refers to as her circus son.
When Sidney was very young, his brothers taught him how to tumble in the streets and fields
for fun. It was something they did as a family. As he grew, gang activity became more alluring;
however, by chance Dr. Diane Rankin, his mentor in a now defunct program called 
Discovering
Options
took him to a circus show where unbeknownst to him, he was to meet Jessica Hentoff. The
plan that day was to invite him to join her afterschool circus program, but halfway through the show
Sidney asked to leave. He didn’t like it. There was nothing in what he saw that he could relate to. Even
though he was just a little boy at the time, it seemed to him like something for younger kids. So he
didn’t meet Jessica that day. But a persistent mentor and a little push from kismet assisted a few weeks
later. They went on a visit to the City Museum, which happens to be the home of Circus Harmony.
Sidney says when he saw gym mats on the ground he ran straight to them and started tumbling. He
signed up that day and spent years going back and forth between basketball and circus.
Although he quickly loved and excelled at circus arts, he would quit every so often and start
running around with gangs simply because he lived in a tough neighborhood and couldn’t avoid being
part of it. But when his uncle was shot right in his living room, a few feet from Sidney’s bedroom, he
no longer felt safe in his own house. Jessica took him to her home where she was raising her own three
kids and let him stay there until he felt safe again. She drove him across town to school every day. That
was the moment when he knew he wasn’t simply considered a performer at Jessica’s studio but a
person she cared about and believed in. Although Sidney says it wasn’t a straight path to success,
“After that, I really started to rethink my life and all of the decisions I was making, because I was
making some bad decisions. That moment led me to go back to circus and take stock of my future.”
While the media coverage focused on the social unrest in response to the grand jury decision
not to try former Officer Darren Wilson in the fatal shooting of Michael Brown in nearby Ferguson, it
comes as a relief to hear that there are people living their lives to the fullest in a struggling community
and thriving. Sidney’s success story can help snap us out of our complacent tendency to stereotype
people based on where they grew up or the color of their skin since he is an example of a boy who

struggled to succeed and escape the cycle of violence in his region. His story is worth adding to the
voices of those who have something to say about the state of our nation. And his voice rings out very
clearly in his circus performance by addressing his former struggles. It’s a perfect example of a social
circus act in its nascence.
At the time of the Ferguson incident, Sidney was home in St. Louis for a few weeks on a break
from his job with the contemporary circus 7 Fingers (les 7 doigts de le main) in Montreal, Canada
before he began his two year tour around the world in the show 
Cuisine and Confessions
that kicked off
in Paris. He and his circus partner Melvin Diggs, who is also from a poor neighborhood in St. Louis,
created their acrobatic hoop diving act to delve deep in to their experiences as atrisk youth, with voice
tracks of the two of them discussing what it was like to grow up in a poor and violent area. Their
amazing hoop jumping actions are overlaid with a strident piano bass beat and their stories. Sidney
describes the act as powerful. “It really compliments the voice track very well because the tricks are
super dynamic and hardcore and the presence we have on stage puts everything into perspective. We
had people saying they cried afterwards because they were touched.” Sidney says he only wishes
people in his neighborhood could see their act because they have experienced similar problems and
they know personally how hard it has been for Melvin and him to overcome those problems.
While St. Louis blew up with protests and rioting, Sidney was spending a lot of his time on the
third floor of the City Museum at the Circus Harmony headquarters teaching some young recruits his
acrobatic tricks. He says he owes it to them, because Circus Harmony was his home, his escape from
trouble and his impetus to save himself from the violence of his neighborhood when he was growing
up. “I like to come back to Circus Harmony because it’s my roots. I see a bunch of kids in similar
situations that I was in, and I always want to give back and help these kids so they can have the
opportunities that I have right now. It’s also just fun to teach kids because it was always an honor when
people came back and taught me new, exciting skills. I owe this to the students that are here now.”
How to Build Circus Bridges
Perhaps the most telling example of how social circus can build bridges between people is one
of Jessica Hentoff’s projects called
Peace through Pyramids. 
It invites students from Circus Harmony
in St. Louis to collaborate with Galilee Circus in Israel, a circus that brings together Jewish and Arab
kids. Sidney attended two trips there when young, and although he says at the time he had no idea what
an honor it was, he does admit that he made many friends who he still considers part of his circus
family today. “Circus is a big family no matter where you go. If you’re in Montreal, St. Louis, Israel,
Europe, it really doesn’t matter. You have family all over. The circus world is so small and yet so big
because no matter where you go you always have friends you can stay with for the weekend.” This
sense of family really helped Sidney as a boy, when he was in Circus Harmony classes and performing
with the St. Louis Arches. They were together weekdays from 4 to 8 after school, and they took
frequent trips together, requiring them to do most things a family would do, like share meals and
cooperate on logistics. Being around his peers more than he was around his own family meant there
were arguments and issues that had to be worked out just like they would with family members.
“I come from a really troubled neighborhood where there are a lot of gangs and violence and so
many negative things and all the odds are really stacked against you. So Circus Harmony gave me a
place of comfort because most of the time I didn’t feel safe at home. Circus Harmony was basically my
escape. Like I was there so much that I didn’t have time to run in the streets and hang out with the
wrong people because circus consumed so much of my time. It changed my life in so many ways,”
As for what Sidney got out of traveling to Israel, he says seeing other peoples’ struggles helped
him to put his own in perspective. “When I went to Israel I thought to myself, why try to be in a gang
and do all of these bad things when there are so many other problems in the world? It just really opened
up this mindset for me that there are just so many problems everywhere, so my problems are nothing

compared to other people’s. I felt like I shouldn’t walk around upset because I feel I’m at a
disadvantage since there are so many other people that have bigger disadvantages than I have.”
While visiting his hometown, as it happened, Sidney stepped in to a maelstrom of political and
social unrest, but he tried to stay centered on what works in his life. “I come home and try to focus on
the positive things. Like come teach, see my family, and try to make peace in this messed up time.”
His message to the kids he works with in St. Louis is simple and encouraging, and it carries on the
Circus Harmony mission to build character and bridges; “Nothing is out of your reach. You can do
anything you want. You just have to have the right mindset. I honestly feel if you want something out
of life, no matter who you are or where you come from there are so many ways for you to get it. No
matter how many blows you take; it just makes you stronger and it’s going to make your goal that
much sweeter once you achieve it.” Because he has friends in all walks of life, he has heard every
possible opinion about the events sparked by Ferguson. And although as a teenager he might have
found himself in a similar situation to Michael Brown, he and Melvin Diggs now find themselves
showing and telling the world their wider message most eloquently through the show 
Cuisine and
Confessions
what it is like to grow up in a troubled neighborhood and how to find peace .
Some of Sidney and Melvin’s work a can be seen at 7 Fingers (or Les 7 Doigts de le Main)
http://7doigts.com/en/shows/24cuisineconfessions.

